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Basics of Garlic
• Propagated by dividing bulbs 

and planting individual cloves
• Each clove produce a clone of 

the parent plant
• Selections of strain has led to 

cultivars
• Strong correlation with clove 

size when planted
• Does not produce a 

flower/seed*



Basics of Garlic
• Cloves root in the fall with 

limited growth before hard 
freeze

• In spring, growth resumes, 
bulbs and seed stalks form, 
tops die in summer

• Cultivars respond 
differently to soil type, 
moisture, latitude, and 
cultural practices



Basics of Garlic

• Member of the Allium Family
–Onion, chive, and leek

• Elephant Garlic
–Not garlic, a bulbing leek.

• Two Types
–Softneck
–Hardneck



Basics of Garlic
• Bulbils

– Hardneck varieties 
produce a “scape” with a 
seed head on them 1-2 
months before the bulbs 
form

– Seeds can be planted and 
will become garlic next 
summer…

– but usually much smaller 
and not commercially 
done 



Basics of Garlic
• Softneck

– Less winter hardy, smaller cloves
– Most grocery store garlic
– No scape, better for braiding
– Longer storage life
– Early Maturing, harder to peel



Basics of Garlic
• Hardneck

– 4-8 cloves around a central stalk
– Will produce the garlic ‘scape’
– More winter hardy
– Later maturing
– Purple pigment in skin and short 

storage life



Softneck Types
• Silverskins

– Long keeping garlic (10-12 months), mild flavor
– Small cloves, thin skin, late maturity
– Most often found in grocery stores

• Artichoke
– Early to mid-season, 12-20 cloves per bulb
– Based on structure, can be difficult to peel, irregular shapes
– 10 month storage, generally mild flavor
– Ex. Early Red Italian, Inchelium Red



Hardneck Types
• Porcelain

– Large, robust bulbs with thick white papery wraps
– 6 month storage, Late maturity 
– 4-7 cloves per bulb
– Ex. Georgian Crystal, Music

• Purple Stripe
– Colorful, stripe clove wrappers
– 4-6 month storage, better for baking
– Ex. Red Rezan



Hardneck Types
• Rocambole

– Brownish cloves with loose wrappers
– Mid-season maturity, 4-6 months
– A “true garlic flavor”
– Easy to peel based on skin
– Up to dozen cloves



Choosing Garlic Types
• What is your market?

– Added to your farmers market stand? Working with value added? Chefs?
• Expectation of 6 lbs yield per 1 lb of seed garlic
• Pricing all over the place

– $1-2 per hardneck bulb, $8-10 braided garlic
• Garlic standards exist for larger markets
• Smaller cloves but long term storage?

– Softneck
• Larger cloves with better/unique flavor?

– Hardneck
• Value Added?

– Softneck with smaller cloves
– Softneck for ease of braiding



Garlic Varieties Recommended
• Univ of Il (Zone 5a)- Voigt

– Hardneck- Music, Metechi, Georgian Crystal, Carpathian, Frisco Red, 
Prussian White, Persian Star, Northern White, Spanish Roja, 

– Softneck- Inchelium Red, New York Softneck, Mediterranean
• University of Kentucky (Zone 6a and 5b)

– Hardneck- Music, Bogatyr, Siberian, Russian Red, Metechi
– Softneck- Polish Softneck, California Early, 

• Univ of Wisconsin
– Hardneck- Chesnok Red, German Extra Hardy, Killarney Red, Music, 

Russian Red, Siberian, Spanish Roja
– Softneck- California White, Inchelium Red, New York White, Polish White



Soil Preparation
• Well drained, sandy loams (best)
• High organic matter
• 6.5-7.0 pH

–Lower pH levels inhibit plant growth
–Lower than 5.0 can lead to plant death

• Avoid fields with 
–Previous Onion Family Members
– Hardpan 



Planting
• Fall Planting

– 6-8 weeks before ground freezes
– Spring planting can be done but yields will be greatly reduce

• Play with fall date
– Main goal is root development
– Shoots emerge? Liable to be killed back.

• 3 Reasons for Fall Shoot Development
– Cloves planted too early
– Not planted deep enough
– Cultivar is not well adapted to area



Planting
• 2-4 inches deep, 6-8 inches 

apart, 12-36 inch rows
– Usually double the height of the 

clove.
• By hand?

– Mostly done 
– Usually high quality garlic

• By Machine?
– Cultivator made rows
– Potato or other planters 

adapted



Planting
• 2-4 inch mulch layer applied immediately

– Provide winter protection and weed/moisture control.
• Plastic mulch?

– Can be done and some studies show greater bulb size 
• Choose clove size wisely

– Direct correlation between clove size and future bulb size
– Strive for largest clove possible if your goal is that
– Do not need to remove outer skin



Fertilizer

• N: 75 to 125 lbs per acre; P203 25-250 lb; K20 0-250 lbs
– Depending on organic matter, soil type, etc

• Before planting
– 0-20 lbs of N, follow remainder in spring

• April and May
– 1 to 2 side dressings at 3-week intervals

• 4-6 weeks before harvest
– Stop application



Seasonal Management
• Weed Control?

– Mulch soil with straw or other organic materials
– Plant oats in summer for fall planting
– Pre-emergent in spring (see Midwest Vegetable Production Guide) 

• Watering?
– Only should be applied if drought conditions
– Still aiming for 1” per week
– Closer to maturity, try to avoid
– Can lead to rotting bulbs



Insect Pests: Onion Maggot/Seedcorn Maggot
• Adults are small flies, females lay 

eggs that hatch to form larvae
• Maggots infest bulb and allow 

entry of fungi that cause rots
• Control: Rotate crops away from 

allium family, floating row-covers 
to exclude egg laying, destroy 
culls

• Threshold action? 2-5 adult flies 
per trap per day

• Chemical control? See Midwest 
Vegetable Production Guide



Insect Pests: Onion Thrips
• All life stages infest additional crops, 

adults move to onion family
• Females lay eggs into leaf tissue, 

immatures and adults fee on foliage
• Populations thrive in hot, dry weather
• Threshold? 30 thrips per plant in early 

summer (fewer on smaller plants; more 
on larger plants)

• Cultural control? Do not plant garlic 
next to alfalfa, clover; sprinkler could 
suppress populations*, remove crop 
debris after harvest.

• Chemical? Radiant, Entrust



Scape Management
• Aim to cut off as can 

reduce bulb size 20% or 
more

• Remove just at curling
• Scapes can be sold in 

early season
– Bunches $1-3 dollars
– Value added potential?



Harvest
• Before the tops completely die 

down, preferably with 4-6 
green leaves still attached

• Harvest equipment?
– Potential to use other types of 

machinery
– May be causing more harm 

than good
• Allow to dry dirty unless very 

muddy
• If you must wash, dry 

thoroughly as soon as possible



Curing and Storage
• Curing

– Takes 4-6 weeks
– Keep out of the sun
– Dark, dry, well ventilated
– Moderate temperature
– Lay whole plants on screen or hang in small bunches to dry

• Storage
– Will sprout at 40-50F, and 65-70% relative humidity
– Humidity should be lower than most vegetables
– Aim for cool, dry, and well ventilated



Cleaning and preparation
• When cured, trim roots (leave on while drying to 

wick away moisture)
• Rub off dirt of outer skin (one layer)
• Trim tops unless braided
• Take care to leave remaining wrappers whole
• Know it’s storage potential 



Resources
•“2004 Garlic Trail in Northeastern Illinois”- Voigt, University of Illinois
•“Growing Garlic for Market” Kyle Cecil, 2014 Il Specialty Growers 

Conference
•“Garlic Variety Evaluations” Voigt, 2013 IL Specialty Growers Conference
•“Agriculture Alternatives: Garlic Production” Penn State
•“Producing Garlic in Michigan” Ron Goldy, Michigan State Univ
•“Growing, Harvesting, Storing and Marketing Garlic in Northeast” Cornell 

University
•“Organic Garlic Variety Evaluation” Coolong, Univ of KY, 2012
•“Growing Garlic, Leeks, Onions, and other Alliums in Wisconsin” Delahaut, 

2011
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